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What is the biggest purpose behind your idea? 
(a highly aspirational tagline that tries to solve a global challenge)

Who will benefit
from your idea?

PEOPLE

There’ll be greater interest,
awareness, and knowledge
among the youth on topics
like public policy and
democracy and they’ll also
get a platform to
communicate with like-
minded individuals, and
broaden their civic skills.

The Local community will
be happier as awareness
about their problems would
be spread and participants
would try to tackle their
issues.

Adults will start taking
teenagers seriously as they
see them actively making a
tangible impact on society.

How do you make sure your
idea is financially sustainable?

Describe your idea in 3 sentences!

Because we plan on conducting this offline, we
would not need revolutionary technology to
achieve our goals but would rather use basic
but powerful tools to do so.

The purpose of our project is to make democracy more
accessible for students and provide practical exposure to how a
functioning democracy works by bringing together a group of
like-minded proactive individuals who are willing to work to

make a change in their community.

What positive impact does 
your idea have on the 
environment?

IMPACT

FINANCIAL
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BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY
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PURPOSE

MOONSHOT

CANVAS

Students, local community, and
society overall

A way for Gen-Z to directly engage in
democracy and solve local problems in their

community through emulation of a government.
We plan to implement monthly programs where

participants discuss regional problems, debate and
come up with a unique solution through the codes

and conduct of an actual government and with
the allocated funds ,they implement that solution.

 At the same time, we will also educate them and
guide them through the entire process, deepening
both their understanding and appreciation for the

democratic process.

For an analogy, it is similar to Model United
Nations but a month-long, but instead of

discussing world issues, participants take up local
problems and instead of just discussing the
issues, participants actually make a tangible

difference in the end

 

 

Students would
discuss and solve
problems, many of
which would be

related to the ecology
and environment of
their suroundings. In
this way, our project
helps the betterment
of environment and

local community
overall 

We feel that this program should be initially
free so as to not restrict anyone to apply
We are hoping to secure funding from
various organizations to cover the
expenses for the first 2-3 cohorts and will
simultaneously explore other financial
models including charging participants a
small fee so that the project is self-
sustainable in the long run.

What positive impact does
your idea have on society?

Which technologies help you realize your idea? 


